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Abstract 
 
Conventional energy has been used from ancient times. Coal, natural gas, oil, uranium, and 
firewood are example of conventional source. These sources are consider the main source of air 
pollution. So, it is desired to use clean energy sources such as solar power, wind turbine, and 
hydro-electric power. We need to monitor and control parameters of clean energy sources when 
they are working as a power source.  
In this research, few low-cost Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems have 
been designed for a small photovoltaic system to save data in a text file and show it on monitor 
screen as a number or graph. The proposed system is designed using four methods. The first 
method, is based on low cost sensors, Arduino Uno, and Raspberry pi. These components are 
connected together to send data to web server on the internet (www.ubidots.com). Second 
method, is based on three things: low cost sensors, Arduino Uno, and free Reliance SCADA 
software. In this method, the data is sent to user interface -which are created by Reliance 
Software- from Arduino by using mini USB. Third method, is based on a low-cost ESP32, SD 
card reader, Wi-Fi, and sensors. The purpose of SD card is to save data as text file which come 
from sensors by ESP32, and it saves on a web page as well. Wi Fi of ESP32 is used to access to 
the file of data using a computer, a tablet, or cell phone and it could be download easily. Last 
method, is based on low cost sensors and Arduino LoRa. In this method, the data of photovoltaic 
system has been sent to a control room which is located 1km from photovoltaic system location. 
LoRa is used to send the data instead of mini USB and Wi Fi. This thesis, which describes the 
details of all the four SCADA system for a PV system at MUN, presents a comparison among 
them. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction and literature review 
 1.1 Introduction to PV System and the SCADA Platform 
Solar energy is one of the most reliable alternative energy sources due to its many 
advantages. Such advantages include simple installation of the photo voltaic (PV) system, 
high reliability, low maintenance cost, and lack of noise because of the absence 
continuously moving parts in a PV system [1] [2]. The reliability of solar energy is the 
reason why diverse institutions all over the world have engaged in the manufacture and 
installation of PV systems. It was estimated in 2010 that approximately 310 GW of 
annual energy production will be reached by 2016; current estimates are even higher. In 
line with the growing demand for PV systems, efforts to further increase their efficiency 
in terms of energy storage and distribution are being conducted. The current PV systems 
have diverse limitations that inventors and scientists continuously try to address [3]. PV 
system manufacturers are exerting efforts to optimize the systems electricity production 
and process reliability. Such efforts require PV plants to increase their electricity 
production rate, availability & lifespan of PV system elements, and reduce their 
maintenance & operating cost [4]. 
For large and small scale production of electricity from solar energy, one of the most 
promising improvements in the PV system that is being widely developed is the 
automation of the entire process, which includes energy acquisition, tracking, and 
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distribution. Such PV systems are called “PV on-time systems” since they require on-
time monitoring and control [3] [5]. PV on-time systems require diverse components or 
elements. One of the most important components is the Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition (SCADA) platform [3].  
It should be noted that there are other platforms that are currently being used for PV 
systems, which include cloud-based or web-based monitoring platforms. In [6], it was 
shown that a cloud-based SCADA system can also be used for storing, processing, and 
real-time publishing of PV systems data. The said system has all its algorithms and 
software rented from a cloud service provider [6]. There are also some studies that 
integrated satellite tracking technologies in their SCADA system; one example of such 
study was conducted [7]. In [8], it was explained that, for PV systems that have more 
than 10MW capacity, the best platform to use is SCADA and not web-based platforms. 
The reason for this is that SCADA is specifically built for real-time monitoring and 
control, while web-based platforms are usually built for monitoring purposes only [8]. 
As its name suggests, the SCADA platform is responsible for acquiring information 
about all the elements of the PV system. The SCADA platform, together with a 
substation controller, is responsible for the monitoring and control of all PV elements. 
These functions of the SCADA platform are illustrated in figure 1.1. It should be 
observed in the figure that SCADA is at the monitoring level, which is the heart of PV 
on-time systems. SCADA allows the gathering and processing of information from all the 
elements of a PV system. Based on the processed information, the SCADA system sends 
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commands to the different parts of the PV system, especially when errors are detected. 
Such actions include the automated movement of the solar panels towards the direction of 
the sun to optimize sunlight exposure [3]. 
 
Figure 1.2:An illustration of a SCADA platform in relation to the elements of the PV 
system from [3] 
 
The elements shown in figure 1.2 include: DC - AC inverter, SPA – Smart Power Quality 
Analyzer, RSYN - Synchronism-check, QVTR - Voltage Transient; QVVR - Voltage 
Variation, QITR - Current Transient, QFVR - Frequency Variation, MMXU - 
Measurement, MMTR - Metering 3 Phase, MMET - Meteorological Information, MMDC 
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- DC Measurement, DPVM - PV Module ratings, DPVA - PV Array characteristics, and 
SCADA - Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition [3].  
1.2 Importance of Automating PV Systems 
The use of SCADA platform in a PV system is usually for automation and data logging 
purposes. Automation is very important in improving the efficiency and overall lifetime 
of a PV system. The current small PV systems usually use dyes and other metal alloys 
gather energy from the sun. The light coming from the sun is composed of diverse 
electromagnetic energies of different wavelengths and frequencies, which means that 
they also have different effects to the dye and the alloy of the PV system [9]. 
In general, dyes and alloys lose their capacity to gather energy as temperature increases. 
Ideally, the energy that comes from sunlight is all converted to electrical energy upon 
hitting the solar panel surface. In reality, however, a significant amount of the occurrence 
sunlight is converted to heat. Some of this heat is dissipated into the atmosphere – hence, 
producing an overall increase in local environmental temperature – while some of the 
heat stays in the solar panels [9]. At a certain temperature, the dye in the solar panels 
disintegrates and the alloys widen their band-gap, which ultimately results in the 
disruption of the entire energy conversion process. Depending on the dye and alloys that 
are used, the solar panels could acquire permanent damage due to accumulated heat [10]. 
Due to this problem with heat accumulation, modern day PV systems are equipped with 
temperature monitoring devices [11]. 
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SCADA platforms have also been used, not only to monitor the temperature of the solar 
panels, but also in controlling the release of stored electrical energy. Note that all PV 
systems contain batteries to which the converted electrical energy is stored. The release 
of this stored energy is usually done manually or continuously in older PV systems. The 
introduction of automation through SCADA applications has allowed the automated 
release of electric energy. One of the industries that use automated electrical energy 
release is the fishing industry. In [12] an automated PV system was used in maintain the 
temperature of fish cages. The PV system that they developed included a SCADA 
application that utilizes a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) device and Human 
Machine Interface (HMI) software [12].  
In [12] PV system, the SCADA application was not used to monitor the temperature of 
the solar panels, but the temperature of water in the fish cages. According to the study, 
the fish cages should be maintained at 170C. Due to the heat from the sun and body heat 
of the fish cultures, the temperature of the water within the fish cages could reach method 
above 170C. Hence, the PV system had its temperature detection node immersed in the 
fish cages to monitor water temperature. Whenever the node registers a certain level of 
temperature that is higher than 170C, the PLC controller activates the release of electricity 
from the PV system into the water pump, which then draws cold water from a well into 
the fish cages to return the temperature to 170C. An illustration of the automated PV 
system is shown in the figure 1.3. It can be observed in the illustration that the center 
piece of the automated PV system is the PLC, which was made to run by the HMI 
software [12]. 
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Figure 1.3: An illustration an automated PV system for fish cage cooling [12] 
 
The illustration of the small PV system in figure 1.3 is relatively simple compared to 
other types of PV systems. Other PV systems integrate wireless technologies, and other 
web-based applications. Nevertheless, although the integration of SCADA devices and 
software vary for different PV systems, the basic principle of PV automation through 
SCADA applications is shown in the said figure. 
1.3 SCADA Integration Methods 
There are different methods of integrating the SCADA platform in a PV on-time system. 
One of these methods is shown in the figure 1.3. The method of integration involves 
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integrating the SCADA platform through cRIO programmable controllers, which include 
those that are used for time synchronization. A cRIO programmable controller may be 
installed in the Transformer Center (TC) to monitor energy and energy production. In 
figure 1.4, the SCADA is able to monitor the energy distribution and production 
information. SCADA also expresses such information in terms of percentage of the 
nominal power of the PV modules that are directly connected to the DC (AC converters). 
The SCADA can also be connected to the GPS system and weather monitoring devices 
[3]. Note that the cRIO programmable controllers can also be integrated to web-based 
applications for long distance monitoring and data acquisition [13]. 
 
Figure 1.4: An illustration of a user interface of a SCADA used by the PV Plant [3] 
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The SCADA user interface in figure 1.4 is set at the “Diagram” tab. The display shows 
that the SCADA platform regularly analyzes the status of the PV system’s elements or 
devices. In this particular tab, the status of each element is indicated by color codes: 
green means working or executing element, yellow for loss of synchronization or alarm, 
red for the loss of communication, and gray for disconnected elements. Such SCADA 
platforms are also applicable for small PV systems [3].  
Another method of integrating SCADA platform into a PV system is by using it as a 
center for processing information. In [14], it was explained that one of the challenges of 
PV systems is when they need to be integrated into existing electrical networks. This 
challenge is common in the United States (US), because diverse state governments have 
mandated small and large PV power plants to simply integrate their own PV systems to 
the existing electrical networks rather than creating new ones. This means that the PV 
power plants must be able to generate electricity that will meet the parameters for the 
efficient distribution of power across the existing electrical networks [14]. It should be 
noted that the mandate of the US government to integrate PV systems to existing 
electrical networks is perceived to continue despite the challenges faced by PV system 
owners because the US is aiming at creating a smart grid system that would also integrate 
other renewable energy sources [15]. 
In [14] further noted that the fluctuating amount of electricity that is generated through 
PV systems poses a major problem to efficient power distribution. There are sub-systems 
in the existing electrical networks. Each of these sub-systems can only function properly 
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with a steady flow of electricity from the main PV systems. The automated PV system, 
therefore, must be able to solve the problem with the fluctuating amount of electricity. 
One efficient method of doing this is to have a PV system that is architecturally designed 
to have a specialized master or central control system other than the SCADA. In such an 
architectural design, the SCADA is used as a rallying point for the data generated from 
the existing sub-systems [14].  
 
The master control system is the one that decides or the one that interprets the data 
processed by the SCADA platform. This architectural design is shown in the figure 1.4. 
Based from the architectural design, the SCADA platform, together with HMI, is directly 
linked to the master controller. The master controller, on the other hand, is connected to 
diverse devices and chips. Some of these devices are the sensing devices which include 
meters, input/output (I/O) devices, microprocessor-based protective relays, alarm 
systems, and solar trackers. The master controller is also connected to equipment 
controllers, which include inverters and solar trackers that could support bi-directional 
communications. Other systems and devices that must be connected to the master 
controller include the communications systems, networks, weather systems or weather 
forecast systems, text messaging & emailing systems, power & energy management 
systems, and generators [14]. 
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of an architectural design for an automated PV system which 
utilizes a SCADA platform and a master controller devise [14] 
 
It should be noted that SCADA and HMI are both involved in the control function of the 
architectural design. Since present day PV systems can be used either in tandem with pre-
existing electrical networks or customized electrical networks, it is important for 
engineers make sure that both SCADA and HMI are capable of coordinated and local 
control functions. These functions are possible if the PV system has an open-loop control.  
Based from the architectural design, the set point can be moved from local SCADA and 
HMI system to centralized SCADA and HMI system within an open-loop schema. The 
algorithm for this schema receives the signals for the set-point changes or movements 
that fall within an acceptable range, and then sends the control variable or the output 
control signal to the target device through specified communication protocols. In doing 
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this, the PV system must make sure that the SCADA and HMI system is in control in 
accordance with the remote or local switch indicator. The switch makes it possible to 
make sure that will be no conflict between the SCADA and HMI; it also makes sure that 
the entire PV system is in safety mode whenever there are personnel that are working on 
the PV plant site. There are several open-loop controls, which include the limiters for 
inverters, power factor setters for inverters, and locators or positioning equipment at 
certain angles – such locators are essential elements of the solar tracker. Note that open-
loop controls often use low-speed communication protocols over high speed 
communication protocols because the response time has less significance [14]. 
 
A SCADA and HMI system can also be integrated into a PV system through a closed-
control scheme as shown in figure 1.5. In the said figure, the system contains three major 
elements which include: the process, which can be the PV plant; the sensing device, 
which provides the information processing capability; and the controller, which controls 
the entire system and to which all other elements integrate [16]. The main role of the 
master controller is to compare the desired set point to the measured process variable. In 
other words, it compares the actual measured variables with a standard value. The 
controller also calculates a third variable in accordance to the difference between the 
standard and the actual values. The third variable is then sent to an end device which 
performs a function. Note that, the difference between the standard and the actual value is 
referred to as the error; what the end device does, therefore, is to correct this error [14]. 
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The closed-loop system has several advantages compared to the open-loop system. Some 
of these advantages include increased response speed, minimization of noises from 
disturbance, reduced sensitivity caused by modeling errors, and reduced error. Such 
SCADA and HMI system integration schema is best suited for PV systems that are highly 
affected by wind speeds. Note that one of the main factors that should be considered in 
the construction of PV systems is the availability of sunlight. Interestingly, due to high 
levels of sunlight on the majority of selected areas, there is also a relatively higher wind 
velocity in them. Hence, diverse PV systems integrate a wind speed monitoring device. 
For such PV systems it is important to integrate or use closed-loop controls in monitoring 
wind speed and in positioning the PV modules of solar panels to minimize wind 
disturbances while maintaining a steady flow of current at the point of interconnection 
(POI) between the PV system and the pre-existing electrical network [14]. 
 
 
Figure 1.6: A Closed-loop control system schema [14] 
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A typical closed-loop control system can be constructed from the components listed in 
Table 1.  Figure 1.6 shows how the closed-loop control system in figure 1.5 is 
implemented. Note that the schema can be applied for small PV systems as well as big 
PV systems that utilize more than 40, 000 solar panels. In the schema, the master 
controller has numerous ports. One of these ports is connected to the PV system’s 
inverters and other port is connected to a protective relay, which can provide the entire 
PV system a power factor. In [14] the relay interface used was EIA-232, while the 
communication networks between the inverters were constructed using multi-drop EIA-
485. The SCADA that was used was connected physically with the master controller 
through a DSL modem. The SCADA and HMI also communicate though this DSL 
modem. The communication protocol used was a proprietary communications protocol, 
which was primarily used for the master controller-protective relay communication 
process. The communication of the protocol between SCADA and HMI systems is 
through Ethernet ModBus TCP/IP. Lastly, the protocol between the inverters and the 
master controller is through the serial ModBus RTU as shown in figure 6 [14]. 
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Figure 1.2: Schema of the implementation of a closed-loop control system 
 1.4 SCADA Software, Algorithms, and Hardware 
There are different commercial SCADA software that are available at present. Two 
examples of commercially available SCADA software include Winlog pro SCADA 
Software and Ignition SCADA [17] [18]. There are also free softwares that are 
downloadable on the internet. Two of these free softwares are Reliance SCADA and Easy 
Java Simulations [19]. It should be noted, however, that most of the available free 
softwares need to be reconfigured so that they can be properly integrated with PV 
systems. In [20] the SCADA software that was used was ARC Informatique’s PcValue 
software.  This software was configured so that it can be used to control different PV 
system components and operations such as solar trackers, substation systems, meters, and 
inverters. The study utilized a PV system that was capable of delivering 5MW power and 
other multi-tenant, multi-site PV systems of larger power outputs. The configured 
algorithm was capable of monitoring the entire PV system’s power generation and 
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delivery performance. The alrogirthm utilized a mathematical model that was initialized 
during the PV system installation with plant design data. The variables which were 
considered include string length, number of strings, electric parameters, inverter 
specifications, solar panel’s peak power values, etc.  The scheme for the architectural 
design, however, did not include an automated weather status determination. This 
information had to be manually feed to the master controller through the user interface 
and not at the algorithm or program level [20]. 
 
In [14]  they have utilized an algorithm for their SCADA and HMI system. The algorithm 
considered a sequential step process for the PV system as shown in figure 1.7. The 
algorithm in the said figure was for a 20 MW PV system located on a single site. The PV 
system was integrated into a pre-existing electrical network as described in the previous 
discussions; two of these networks also have their independent electric power system. 
The solar panels or modules were built upon movable, single-axis solar trackers. The PV 
system has a generator on-site [14]. 
 
With regards to the control requirements, the PV system has to enable all its solar 
trackers when strong winds occur. The solar panels or modules have to be positioned at a 
specified angle for optimum sunlight exposure. The solar modules would also have to 
move to a certain angle for cleaning purposes. The control system should be able to turn-
off the PV inverter as well as put all solar trackers to a stowed position upon power 
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outage. This means that the entire power plant would have to be switched to a certain 
state so that the controller would recognize a power outage. Ones the inverters are turned 
off, they can only be turned-on manually through the SCADA and HMI system. The 
corresponding algorithm for all these functions is shown in the figure 1.7. Note that, 
depending on the desired functions and the number and purposes of the elements of the 
PV system, the algorithm may change. Nevertheless, for a small PV system, the 
algorithm in figure 1.7 would suffice. Note further, the algorithm takes into consideration 
that the functions or commands that are inputted automatically and manually into the 
system would follow a certain sequence. In other words, the algorithm follows a 
sequential-loop control system [14]. 
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Figure 1.3: Basic algorithm for a PV system utilizing SCADA and HMI as main data 
processing elements [14] 
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In [20] they further discussed the basic communication protocols of the SCADA to the 
rest of a PV system. In his study the communication protocol was done through the 
ModBus at the DC level. The DC data were fed to the controller through string 
combinator boxes or string probe units that are able to read DC current voltage values as 
well as power values. The string probe units are interfaced with the RS-485 port. The 
study further notes that Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) have been installed at the 
location of the PV system. These RTUs are connected to multiple string junction boxes of 
the RS-485 multi-drop loops. With regards to the communication protocol at the AC 
level, the inverters expose RS-485 so as to allow easy connection. For real time 
acquisition, processing, storage, alarming, display, and reporting, the communication 
drivers of PcValue collect AC are time-stamped data from RTUs and control boxes. The 
other SCADA functionalities were also used for the monitoring of energy meters, grid 
protection relays, low tension and high tension control panels, weather 
monitoring/sensors, transformers, DC switches, etc. The SCADA application also 
allowed dynamic configuration, redundancy for data protection, client and stand-alone 
server configurations, real-time trend & historical analysis, and advanced alarm or 
forecast management. It was further noted in the study that IEC 61850 and DNP3 can be 
used to support the above-mentioned communication protocols in case there is a need to 
communicate to different substations [20]. Further a study, it was explained that IEC 
61850 can be utilized for effective utility automation [19]. 
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Aside from the aforementioned software and algorithms, a SCADA algorithm can also be 
made using NI cRIO. In  [21] a PV system with a central processing unit or system to 
monitor an entire PV plant was constructed. The system was able to take or read different 
sensor readings, transfer data from a centralized location for report generation & storage 
purposes, and generate remote site alarms. The built-in centralized system was able to 
transmit data that were collected from remote plants to the centralized data storage device 
through a GPRS modem. The study noted that ADSL can be used instead of GPRS. To 
do this, all the device server was interfaced with all the inverters using RS-485, RS-232, 
and RS-422. It was also noted in the study that the centralized control system was able to 
response to other types of inverters as long as the software is configured accordingly. 
Moreover, all digital meters and instruments can be connected to the central control 
device through standard serial interfaces, which winlcude RS-485, RS-422, and RS-232. 
The rest of the system’s instruments communicated to the Remote I/O units through 
digital signaling and 4-20mA standard [21]. The remote site hardwares, data center 
hardwares, and the general descriptions of the software are provided in the following 
tables (see table 1.1, table 1.2 and table 1.3) [21].   
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Table 1. 1: Remote Site Hardware Specifications 
Hardware Description 
Device server – 6 sets Ethernet to serial server RS485, RS422, and 
RS232, 2 ports 
GPRS modem EDGE/GPS modem by Signet 
Industrial PC Industrial PC by Advantech 
Media converter - 5 sets Multimode F/O industrial type by LINK 
Pyranometer KIPP & ZONEN 
Switch 5-ports – 5 sets Industrial Switch 5-ports 
Switch 8-ports – 1 set Industrial Switch 8-ports 
Temperature Sensor 4-20 mA output PT100 
 
Table 1. 2:  Data Center Hardware Specifications 
Hardware Description 
SERVER Server by HP 
Operating System Windows server 2008 
Database Server SQL Server 
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Table 1. 3: Brief Descriptions of Software Used 
Software Description 
Remote Site (1) Software that can execute commands for 
real time data collection and transmission to 
the DATA center through NI LabView  
(2) Industrial PC software that can be used 
for local database back up and re-
transmittance  through LabView 
Data Center (1) Web-based service data collecting 
software to colected data from the remote 
site 
(2) Web-based service software for server 
to client log-in and SCADA 
(3) Database management software 
 1.5 Cost Efficiency of SCADA-Based Monitoring and Control Systems  
In [22] it was explained that the overall efficiency of PV systems is improved when 
SCADA-based monitoring and control systems are used. This efficiency is attributed to 
the minimization of cost for overall automation of PV systems. It was further explained 
in the study that different efforts have been done by researchers to further decrease the 
cost of PV system monitoring and control through SCADA systems. In order to 
determine how the cost of such systems can be further decreased. Performed a cost 
benefit analysis of voltage control, SCADA systems used in PV systems. The results of 
the study shown that local or stand-alone PV systems have cheaper SCADA systems 
compared to connected PV systems. The main reason for this difference in cost, is not 
necessarily the hardware that was used by each system, but the level of complexity of 
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their respective algorithms. Therefore, conclude that the cost of SCADA systems can be 
further decreased by the parameterizaion of their algorithms [22]. 
In a [23] it was shown that for very small PV systems, a web-based SCADA system can 
be used to minimize the cost. The cost can be further decreased by using a cheap central 
control device. In their study, they have used an AVR ATMEGA8535 microcontroller 
device, which is approximately $2 to $5 in price. The schema of the SCADA system that 
they used is shown in figure 1.8. The researchers also used low cost software called the 
IntegraXor software, which can be used in the web [23]. 
 
Figure1. 4:  Illustration of a low-cost SCADA system for small PV system [23] 
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The pins that were used in the AVR ATMEGA8535 microcontroller are shown in the 
figure 1.9. Based from the figure, the microcontroller was used to obtain the following 
information: intensity of solar irradiation, wind speed & direction, and temperature. All 
this information was fed into the microcontroller device using an analog to digital 
converter [23][24]. 
 
Figure 1.5:  Block diagram of the pins used of the AVR ATmega8535 [24] 
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There are diverse studies that show that Arduino Uno and Arduino-like boards can be 
used for constructing SCADA systems for automated monitoring and control purposes. 
The basic fuction of such boards is to serve as the central control that can perform error 
monitoring functions, and send commands to other parts of a PV system [25]. In [26] an 
Arduino EMGA board was used for fault detection of solar panels. The board has been 
proven to improve the overall performance of the entire PV system[26]. It should be 
noted that such SCADA systems have also been proven to be efficient in executing, 
monitoring and control functions of hybrid PV systems [27]. The main component of 
such boards which allow them to be utilized in SCADA systems is the microcontroller 
chip. This is the reason why other studies focus on using diverse microcontroller chips, 
instead of an entire Arduino board. One of such studies was conducted; which utilized a 
PIC18F4550 microcontroller [28].  
1.6 Thesis Objectives 
In these days, a small PV systems are using wildly. Beside the PV system, SCADA 
system shall install to do the following functions  
 Control industrial processes locally or at remote locations 
 Monitor, gather, and process real-time data 
 Record events into a log file 
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In markets, there are many commercial SCADA systems but they are very expensive. 
Also, there are papers describe commercial SCADA systems with non-open source 
software, and they applied on different system such as Photovoltaic, wind turbine, 
different factories ...etc, such as in papers [29] ]30]. 
However, this research contains four diverse methods to design a SCDA system for a 
small PV system with low cost and lowest consumption power, and whole methods have 
been applied in the lab in Engineering Building at Memorial University of Newfoundland 
and Labrador. Following are the main research objectives: 
 To design a low cost SCADA system based on Arduino Uno, and Raspberry-pi 
with web server on the internet (www.ubidots.com). In this case, Wi-Fi and mini 
USB have been used. Arduino Uno connects with Raspberry pi by using mini 
USB. The pi sends data to a web server by using Wi-Fi.  
 To design a low cost SCADA system for a small PV system based on Arduino 
Uno and free software. In this case, Wi Fi has not used. The software, which are 
used to designs user interface, is Reliance SCADA. In addition, the power 
consumption has been calculated. 
 To design a low cost SCADA system for a small PV system based on ESP32, SD 
card reader, and Wi-Fi. The SD card reader connected with ESP 32 by using SPI 
pins of ESP32. The function of SD card is to save data as text file and web server 
page. When ESP32 connects with internet, ESP32 gets an IP. In order to 
download the file of data, the IP of ESP32 shall write in an internet browser either 
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in a computer or a tablet.  On the web page, a link will appear, which describes 
how download the file of data. In addition, the power consumption has been 
calculated. 
 To design a low cost monitoring and data acquisition system for a small PV 
system based on Arduino LoRa. The Arduino LoRa is two devices. One (ALT) 
shall locate at PV system and other (ALR) shall locate at a control room.  ALT is 
connects with sensors which are measure parameters of PV system and send data 
to other side where ALR is installed. ALR is connected with a computer by using 
mini USB. Whole parameters are saved in computer as text file, and shown in 
monitor screen as well.  In addition, the distance between ALR and ALT has been 
tested in St. John’s, Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada.  
 
1.7 Thesis Organization 
According to the school of graduate studies of Memorial University of Newfoundland 
guidelines, this thesis has been written in the manuscript format. As the papers are 
dealing with closely related subjects, there exists a certain amount of overlap of the 
introductory material among the chapters. 
 
In chapter two, an open low-cost SCADA system has been designed for monitoring a 
solar energy system installation. In this design, Arduino Uno and Raspberry pi have been 
used to implement the SCADA system. In addition, a server on the internet 
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(www.ubidots.com) is employed. The proposed system has been applied on PV system to 
monitor parameters of the PV system include: voltage, current of PV and battery, and 
efficiency.  This chapter was accepted and published in the conference proceedings and 
presented in IEEE Newfoundland Electrical and Computer Engineering Conference 
(NECEC) 2016, St. John’s, Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada. 
The work of Chapter 3 explains design low-cost SCADA system for a small PV system, 
however without using webserver as mention in chapter 2. In this work, the SCADA 
system was based on low cost sensors, Arduino UNO and free Reliance SCADA 
software. This design has been applied on a small PV system in the lab in Engineering 
building at Memorial University of Newfoundland and Labrador to monitor current, 
voltage of PV and battery, and efficiency as well. The Arduino collects data from 
sensors, and it is connected with computer by a USB. The Arduino is programmed to 
send the data to Reliance SCADA on a computer.  This chapter has been accepted for 
publication in International Journal of Solar Energy (Hindaw) Accepted 27 July 2017. 
 
In chapter 4, a low cost Web Server has been designed for real-time photovoltaic system 
monitoring. This design was based on low cost sensors, a microcontroller ESP32, Wi-Fi, 
and SD card reader. ESP32 has been programmed to collectd data from sensors and save 
it on SD card as text file. Period of saving file was about a week and then it will delet and 
creat new text file to save new data. Morover, file data could be downloded by using Wi-
Fi. This design was applied in lab in Engineering bulding at Memorial university of 
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Newfoundland and Labrador. This chapter was accepted and published in the conference 
proceedings and presented in IEEE Electrical Power and Energy Conference, 2017. St. 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada. 
 
In chapter 5, a monitoring and data logging system has been designed for a small 
photovoltaic systems. The data include: voltage, current of PV and battery. This design is 
based on low cost sensors, and Arduino Lora. In this work, we did not use Wi-Fi or mini 
USB to transfer data to computer. In this technic, LoRa antenna has been used to send 
data from PV location to room location. Moreover, Arduino LoRa has been tested in 
many locations in St. John’s, Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada. The longest distance 
founded to receive excellent data about 15Km. This chapter was accepted and published 
in the conference proceedings and presented in IEEE Newfoundland Electrical and 
Computer Engineering Conference (NECEC) 2017, St. John’s, Newfoundland and 
Labrador, Canada. 
 
Summary of the research work, research contributions and future work have been 
included in chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 
Design an Open low-cost SCADA system for 
Monitoring a Solar Energy Installation 
 
Preface  
A version of this manuscript has been published in the conference proceedings of IEEE 
Newfoundland Electrical and Computer Engineering Conference 2016, St. John’s, 
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research and helped him to use the best possible way to implement the idea using existing 
techniques. Allafi connected and implemented the experiment in the lab, analyzed the 
results and wrote the paper while Dr. Iqbal reviewed the results, manuscript, and 
provided necessary suggestions.  
 
Abstract 
 
This paper demonstrates a system to monitor photovoltaic current, voltage, and the 
battery remotely via internet using a web browser. Designed system uses low-cost 
sensors, a microcontroller Arduino Uno, and a Raspberry pi to implement the SCADA 
system. Server on the internet (www.ubidots.com) is employed as Web-SCADA to show 
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the parameters of the solar energy system. The Arduino Uno collects data from sensors, 
and it communicates with Raspberry pi by USB cable, which has been programmed to 
transmit data to the server on the internet. Arduino is used as a slave while Raspberry pi 
is used as a master in this work. The results of the experiments demonstrate that the 
SCADA Website works in real time, and can be effectively used for monitoring a solar 
energy system. 
 
Index Terms: Arduino Uno Microcontroller, Raspberry pi, ubidots.com and SCADA, 
Sensors. 
 2.1   Introduction 
For several hundreds of years, fossil fuels on the earth are consumed, and they have 
rabidly gone down in recent years. People now understand the importance of renewable 
energy and have dedicated research, expansion, and deployment of such important 
energy. Photovoltaic (PV) is an example of renewable energy, however PVs depend on 
some factors to generate power, and they are longitude, latitude, and weather. In addition, 
power generation by PV is limited to daytime [1].Recent developments in renewable 
energy resource, PV system have been used significantly. The PV systems are located 
separately in rural area. To monitor them remotely, the Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition (SCADA) system were utilized in [2]. 
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The SCADA is a process control system that qualifies a site operator to observe and 
control processes that are distributed between different distant sites. So, we can eliminate 
the need for service personnel to visit each site for inspection, data collection or make 
adjustments. Result of elimination is to save time and money. In addition, we can find 
SCADA system in many of industries such as electric distribution systems, facility 
security alarms, and food processing as well. 
 2.2   Literature Review 
 
A previous study has shown that researchers could monitor and control a hybrid power 
system by Web-SCADA. In addition, they have used sensor systems and RTUs to collect 
data of the system, all data is transmitted to Web-SCADA server, PLC is used to control 
the system. The PLC relies on control command that come from Web-SCADA [2]. 
 
Another study has shown that, we can use Zigbee-based, microcontroller PIC18F553, and 
web-application for online monitoring of a grid-connected photovoltaic system. The 
parameters, which are monitored, are temperature, irradiation, PV power output, and grid 
inverter power output, as an example. The result was, people could monitor the system 
remotely, and they could access the system from any place and any time via internet [3]. 
Another study was done by a microcontroller (PIC16) and LABVIEW-based SCADA 
system to monitor and control parameters of a greenhouse system which are temperature, 
humidity, soil moisture and intensity of light [4]. 
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The SCADA system also has been used in monitoring stations for checking air quality 
level in civilized environments. The experiment has implemented, and an internet 
technology and large-scale sensor networks are one of technic which was used in the 
experiment [5]. 
 
When we would like to control small industries such as water treatment stations; electric 
power stations, we can use a SCADA with programmable Logic Control (PLC). So, a 
past study has shown PLC and SCADA system to control in oil and gas refineries instead 
of using Distributed Control System (DCS) which oil and gas refineries depend on it to 
provide whole process and devices control functions. SMIATIC WinCC FLEXIBLE 
2008 has been used to design Graphical User Interface (GUI) of main units of the system; 
it has four units. Which are used to connect between operators and the system (oil 
refinery field). The advantage of using SCADA and PLC system are to monitor the 
system, detect the problems, and execute actions much faster than DCS, and the DCS is 
not cheap. The SCADA system has ability to save data for a long time, and the SCADA 
screens are more realistic than DCS screens for the operators [6]. 
 
SCADA system has been used in complex system; it was used in power network in Gaza 
Strip. The power network has been feeding from three places: Israeli Electric Company, 
Egyptian Power Company, and the Gaza Power Station. In addition, in this system, the 
SCADA relies on optimal power flow (OPF). So, the SCADA system was employed to 
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gather data, observe and control performance of operation system. This idea introduces a 
solution for power distribution in Gaza Strip [7]. 
 
According to one of previous studies, researchers have applied SCADA system based on 
wireless communication for offshore wind farm. They have used Profibus fieldbus to 
communicate between lower computer and sensor; which is located in the wind turbine 
while between upper computer and SCADA system of control room is connected by 
wireless communication. They have achieved monitoring and management offshore wind 
farm by SCADA system [8]. 
 
In this paper, the SCADA system is employed for monitoring parameters of solar energy 
system (photovoltaic) in real-time which consist of solar module, MPPT, and Batteries. 
The Parameters are current and voltage of the photovoltaic, and current and voltage of the 
battery. Data acquisition system is by Raspberry-pi, Arduino controller, and sensors with 
server on internet (www.ubidots.com) that allows users and operators to monitor 
parameters of PV system. The equipment which are used to design this work, are cheap. 
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2.3 System Architecture 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 2. 1: SCADA Architecture 
 
Figure 2.1 shows the architecture of the proposed SCADA system, and the graphical user 
interface is designed by server “www.ubidots.com” to receive data from Raspberry-pi by 
dongle Wi-Fi. Raspberry-pi connects with Arduino by USB Cable, and some sensors 
have installed on inputs analog of Arduino to gather data from solar energy system. The 
purpose of Arduino UNO, it can read analog sensors that is why it connected with 
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Raspberry pi.   Users and operators can access all data via internet either by computers or 
application download on their phones. Design of SCADA system consists of hardware, 
and software. 
2.4 Hardware Design  
The system was designed to be low-cost and all operations are under software control, so 
we can expand or modify the system without the need for major hardware changes in 
future. Basic elements of the design are as shown in Figure 2.2 they are Arduino Uno 
controller, Raspberry-pi, and sensors. 
 
 
Figure 2. 2: Hardware Configuration of SCADA System 
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 2.4.1 Arduino Uno Microcontroller 
 
Arduino Uno is open source hardware, and it is easy to use. Figure 2.3 shows Arduino 
Uno, and Table. 2.1 shows specification of Arduino. The licence gives permeation 
anyone to improve, build or expand Arduino. The original Arduino and its enhancement 
environment was founded in 2005 in Italy in the Smart Project Company. Moreover, it 
has 14 digital input/output pins. Six of them can be used as analog input/output [9]. They 
are used in this project as shown in Figure 2.2. 
 
 
Figure 2. 3: Arduino Uno 
 
The languages of Arduino are very easy to use, and one of language is IDE (Integrate 
Development Environment) software. In this work, The Arduino is programmed to 
change its operation to work as slave with Raspberry-pi because Raspberry-pi just has 
digital inputs, and we need analog inputs to connect with sensors 
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Table 2. 1: Specifications of Arduino board 
 
Specifications 
Microcontroller ATmega328 
Operating Voltage 5V 
Input Voltage 7-12V 
Input Voltage (limits) 6-20V 
Digital I/O Pins 14 (6PWM outputs) 
Analog Input Pins 6 
DC current per I/O Pin 40mA 
DC current for 3.3V Pin 50mA 
Flash Memory 32 KB(ATmega328) 
SRAM 2 KB(ATmega328) 
EEPROM 1KB(ATmega328) 
Clock Speed 16 MHz 
 
2.4.2 Raspberry-pi 
To design this work, we use Raspberry-pi Model B with Linux operating system, and 
Figure 2.4 shows Raspberry-pi. The Raspberry-pi is a credit-card size computer, and it 
was evolved in the Laboratory of University Cambridge in UK and lunched by raspberry-
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pi Foundation in 2012 [10]. Raspberry-pi is characterized by a 700MHZ ARM11 co-
processor, Broadcom Video Core IV graphics, and 512 MB RAM on model B and 256 
MB RAM on model A [11]. It has four USB ports, and one Ethernet port. In addition, it 
has 26 bins including 8 General purpose Input/output (GPIO), one SPI bus, one I2C bus, 
one UART bus and 3.3V, GND and 5V [12]. Further, Raspberry-pi has enormous feature, 
it has open-source operation system such as Linux (Raspbian). On this system, you can 
run many operating systems like Android, Arch Linux ARM, Firefox operation system, 
Google chromium [13]. However, we need Secure Digital (SD) card to store its operation 
system and all the user data, and the SD have to 4GB at least. There is programming 
language including with operating system of Raspberry-pi is called Python; it has two 
version python2 and Python3. It is used to write code of the raspberry-pi. Also, you can 
use Nano to write program of Raspberry-pi. 
 
Figure 2. 4: Raspberry-pi 
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2.4.3 Current Sensor 
 
Current sensors for DC current must be able to measure range of current of PV and 
battery, and they are between 0 A and 20 A. In this work, the CR5210-50 has been used 
for sensing the current. It is designed to provide a DC signal which is proportional to a 
DC sensed current. Moreover, it uses for direct current only, and the CR5210-50 can 
measure between 0 to 50 ADC. Its voltage supply is 24 volts while it has output voltage 
between 0 and 5 volt; however this voltage is appropriate for Arduino. 
 
 
Figure 2. 5: Connection Drawing 
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Figure 2.5 demonstrates how it connects in electrical circuit with Arduino Uno. In this 
paper, we need two current sensors. One is installed before MPPT, and another is 
installed after Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) as shown in Figure 2.2. 
 
2.4.4 Voltage Sensor 
We need to drop a voltage of PV and battery to 5 volts because Arduino Uno analog 
inputs are capable to receive data as voltage; it is between 0 and 5V. Depend on theory of 
voltage divider; we have designed two voltage dividers to measure or sense voltage of PV 
and voltage of battery. They are installed as shown in Figure 2.2. 
 
 
Figure 2. 6: Voltage Divider for voltage of PV 
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Figure 2. 7: Voltage Divider for voltage of Battery 
 
The voltage divider is composed from a set of two resistors; they are connected in series. 
Figure 2.6 illustrations values of resistors which are appropriate to sense voltage of PV. 
Figure 2.7 demonstrates voltage divider to sense voltage of battery. 
 
2.5 Software  
There are two types of SCADA to make graphical user interface: proprietary or open. 
Some companies have developed proprietary software to communicate with their 
hardware, however it has enormous problem; it dependence on the supplier of the system. 
Open software systems have gained Popularity because of the interoperability they bring 
to the system. Human Machine Interface (HMI) is software to make graphical user 
interface to monitor and control whole the system. And also, WinTr software; it is 
advanced SCADA software for monitoring and save data of any system, and it has many 
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advantages [14]. However, in this work, www.ubidots.com is used to design user 
interface to collect data from our system (solar energy system). Ubidots.com provides the 
graphical tools, and save data for long time. Moreover, you can download all data as 
excel file, and other features it has. 
 
2.6 Hardware Setup 
The proposed SCADA system is designed to monitor the solar energy system developed 
on Department of Electrical Engineering, Memorial university of Newfoundland and 
Labrador. Figure 2.8 shows hardware of the SCADA for solar energy system while 
figure2.8 shows the whole system after the designed system was connected. 
 
Figure 2. 8: Some Hardware of the system 
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Figure 2. 9: Photo of Communication of Hardware and Software 
 2.7 Results and Discussion 
The proposed SCADA is implemented in real solar energy system and several 
experiments are conducted. The experiment covers the measurement errors of sensor 
system which are installed to measure parameters of the system, and, efficiency of the 
system. The sensor systems, which are used in this work, have errors. So, these errors are 
calculated with calibrated instruments as listed in Table 2.2. As shown in the table 2.2, 
the measurement error of current sensors is highest among the others. Error percentage of 
PV-current sensor and Battery-current sensor are about 11.3% and 9.04% respectively. 
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While error percentage of both voltage sensors (voltage dividers) is low and they are 
closer to calibrated instrument. 
 
Table 2. 2 MEASURMENT ERROR OF SENSORS SYSTEM 
No Sensor Module Value 
Calibrated 
Instrument Value 
Measurem
ent Error 
% 
1 PV-Voltage Sensor 13.0V 
Standard 
Voltmeter 13.67V 1.71% 
2 
Battery-
Voltage 
Sensor 
13.2V Standard Voltmeter 13.39V 0.75% 
3 PV-Current Sensor 2.19V 
Standard 
Ampermeter 2.47V 11.3% 
4 
Battery 
Current 
Sensor 
2.17V Standard Ampermeter 1.99V 9.04% 
Avr=5.7% 
 
After we run the experiment, go to www.ubidots.com, we got values of parameters of our 
system and efficiency of the system as shown in Figure 2.10. The voltage and current of 
photovoltaic are 15.98 V and 6.60A respectively while current and voltage of battery are 
13.8 V and 6.38 A respectively, and the efficiency of the system in that time was 0.83 or 
83%, and it represents output power of MPPT over input power to MPPT. Figure. 2.11 
shows efficiency of the system period of the time.  
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Figure 2. 10: Front Screen of SCADA System 
 
 
Figure 2. 11: Efficiency of Solar energy system 
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If we click on one of icons of main screen on ubidots.com, we will get values of sensor as 
chart. For example, Figure. 2.12 shows values of current sensor of PV. Also, another 
icons give us chart between values of sensor and time when click on it. 
 
Figure 2. 12: Current of PV against Time 
 
Figure 2. 13: Voltage of PV against Time 
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Figure 2. 14: Current of Battery against Time 
 
 
Figure 2. 15:Voltage of Battery against Time 
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Figure 2. 16: Power before MPPT against Time 
 2.8 Conclusion 
This paper emphasizes on the low cost SCADA to monitor electrical parameters of the 
solar energy system. Arduino controller is developed to collect data of the sensors, and 
Raspberry-pi receives data from Arduino to transfer them to server on internet 
(www.ubidots.com), and it is used to design a basic user interface of SCADA system.  
  We have achieved to monitor the solar energy system remotely via the web browsers or 
app on cell phone. Data is also stored on SD card for local use. 
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Chapter 3 
 
 
Low-Cost SCADA System Using Arduino and Reliance 
SCADA for a Standalone Photovoltaic System 
 
 
Preface  
A version of this manuscript has been accepted for publication in the International 
Journal of Solar Energy (Hindaw). The co-author Dr. Tariq Iqbal supervised the first 
author Ibrahim Allafi to develop the research and helped him to use the best possible way 
to implement the idea using existing techniques. Allafi connected and implemented the 
experiment in the lab, analyzed the results and wrote the paper while Dr. Iqbal reviewed 
the results, manuscript, and provided necessary suggestions.  
 
Abstract  
SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) systems are currently employed in 
many applications, such as home automation, greenhouse automation, hybrid power 
systems, etc. Commercial SCADA systems are costly to setup and maintain therefore 
those are not used for small renewable energy systems. This paper demonstrates applying 
Reliance SCADA and Arduino Uno on a small photovoltaic (PV) power system to 
monitor the PV current, voltage, and battery, and efficiency as well. The designed system 
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uses low-cost sensors, a microcontroller Arduino Uno, and free Reliance SCADA 
software. The Arduino Uno collects data from sensors and communicates with a 
computer through a USB cable. Uno has been programmed to transmit data to Reliance 
SCADA on PC. In addition, Modbus library has been uploaded on Arduino to allow 
communication between the Arduino connected to our SCADA system by the MODBUS 
RTU protocol. The results of the experiments demonstrate that SCADA works in real-
time and can be effectively used in monitoring a solar energy system 
 
Keywords— Arduino Uno, Modbus RTU, Sensor, PV Power system SCADA systems. 
 3.1 Introduction  
For several hundred years, fossil fuels have been consumed as the main source of energy 
on Earth. As a result, they are now experiencing rapid depletion. Researchers and 
scientists who understand the importance of renewable energy have dedicated their 
efforts to the research, expansion, and deployment of new energy sources to replace fossil 
fuels. 
 
Photovoltaics (PV) are an important renewable energy sources. Also called solar cells, 
PV are electronic devices which can convert sunlight directly into electricity. The modern 
forms of PV were developed at Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1954 [1]. Despite their 
promising performance, PV have some limitations, such as depending on factors like 
longitude, latitude and weather, and being limited to daytime hours to generate power [2].  
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The SCADA system is software that has been installed in several sites to monitor and 
control processes, and it is called telemetry importance [3][4]. SCADA can monitor real-
time electrical data measurements of solar module and batteries and collect data from 
wind turbines, such as the condition of the gearbox, blades, electric system, etc. [5] [6]. 
Moreover, the sun-tracker system has also used the SCADA system to observe the solar 
insolation and movement of the sun [6]. 
 
These days, commercial companies are widespread for monitoring a system such as 
photovoltaic system. However, those are quite expensive. For example, SMA Company; 
it is a Germany Company, and it is founded in 1981. It has many products. Some of them 
are related to monitor and control, for example, Sunny View. It can show all of your 
system data in good condition, and we can read all data clearly. However the major 
problem is device costly; it is about CA $793[7] [8].  
 
In this paper, we look for to design SCADA system lower price compared with 
commercial devices, and it works the same performance. In order to test this work, the 
SCADA system is employed for monitoring the parameters of solar energy systems 
(photovoltaic) in real-time, which consists of a solar module, MPPT, and batteries. The 
parameters are the current and voltage of the photovoltaic (PV), and the current and 
voltage of the battery. Data acquisition system is by Arduino controller and sensors. All 
data are sent to a PC and are shown on a user interface designed by Reliance SCADA. 
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The data are saved on a computer as an Excel file as well. This allows users and operators 
to monitor the parameters of the PV system in real-time. The components of the SCADA 
system in this paper consist of two parts: hardware and software. 
 3.2 Hardware Design  
The proposed Reliance SCADA is designed to monitor the parameters of a small PV 
system. It is installed at the Department of Electrical Engineering, Memorial University, 
St. John’s, Canada. Figure 3.1 shows 12 solar panels up to 130 watts and 7.6 amps. Two 
solar modules are connected in parallel. Therefore system shown in Figure 3.1 consist of 
6 sets of 260 watts each. 
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Figure 3. 1: Solar panels on the roof of engineering building 
 
The Reliance SCADA system was designed to be low-cost and can be expanded or 
modified without the need for major hardware changes in the future. Basic elements of 
the design are an Arduino Uno controller and sensors, as shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3. 2:  Hardware configuration of SCADA system 
 3.2.1 Arduino Uno Microcontroller 
 
Arduino Uno is an open-source hardware that is relatively easy to use. Figure 3.3 shows 
Arduino Uno, while Table 3.1 shows specifications for the hardware. The license gives 
permission to anyone to improve, build, or expand Arduino. The original Arduino and its 
enhancement environment were founded in 2005 in Italy at the Smart Project Company. 
It has 14 digital input/output pins, 6 of which can be used as analog input/output [9]. 
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Figure 3. 3:  Arduino Uno R3 
Table 3. 1: Specifications of Arduino board 
Specifications 
Microcontroller ATmega328 
Operating Voltage 5V 
Input Voltage 7-12V 
Input Voltage (limits) 6-20V 
Digital I/O Pins 14 (6PWM outputs) 
Analog Input Pins 6 
DC Current per I/O Pin 40mA 
DC Current for 3.3V 
Pin 50mA 
Flash Memory 32 KB(ATmega328) 
SRAM 2 KB(ATmega328) 
EEPROM 1KB(ATmega328) 
Clock Speed 16 MHz 
` 
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3.2.2 Current Sensors 
Current sensors for DC currents must be able to measure a range of currents for PV and 
batteries between 0 A and 20 A. In this work, an ACS 712 sensor is used for sensing the 
current. It is designed to be easily used with any microcontroller, such as Arduino.  The 
sensors are based on the Allegro AC712ELC chip. The scale value of ACS 712, which is 
used in this design, is 20 amps, which is appropriate for sensing current. Two sensors are 
installed: one is installed before MPPT to measure the PV current, and the other is 
installed after MPPT to measure the battery current. Figure 3.4 demonstrates how it 
connects in an electrical circuit with Arduino Uno. 
 
 
Figure 3. 4: Connection drawing of current sensor 
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3.2.3 Voltage Sensors 
The function of voltage sensors, which are based on just two resistors, is to turn a large 
voltage into a small one. In this work, the voltage sensor is a 25V-Sensor with two 
resistors of 30KΩ and 7.3 KΩ. The maximum voltage of either PV or battery is 25V, so 
this sensor is appropriate. The output of the voltage sensor is between 0V to 5V. This 
scale is suitable to the Arduino analog inputs. In this experiment, we need two voltage 
sensors – one is installed before MPPT to measure the PV voltage, and the other is 
installed after MPPT to measure the battery voltage. Figure 3.5 demonstrates how it 
connects in an electrical circuit with Arduino Uno 
 
 
Figure 3. 5 Connection Drawing of voltage sensor 
 3.3 Hardware Setup 
Figure 3.6 shows the hardware setup designed for the SCADA system. 
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Figure 3. 6 Hardware setup of SCADA system 
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3.4 Software Requirements 
 3.4.1 Arduino IDE 
IDE is open-source software which features easy-to-write code that can be uploaded to 
any board. In this work, we needed to upload a new library on IDE to make a 
configuration between Arduino Uno and SCADA software by MODBUS RTU protocol. 
The following flow chart shows how the system working, and the code which has been 
burned on Arduino Uno. 
A. Flow Chart : 
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A. Code: 
The code has some main functions such as setup() – it is called once when the sketch 
starts- and loop() - it is called over and over and is heart of sketch. The most important in 
the code libraries which mention in the first code, regBank.setId() command , 
regBank.add(), and regBank.set(). The purpose of libraries is to connect between Arduino 
Uno and Reliance SCADA software by MODBUS RTU protocol. regBan.setId() uses to 
define MODBUS to work as slave. For example, in this code Id was (regBank.setId(10)), 
so in Reliance software has to be 10 as well as shown in Figure 3.7. regBank.add() 
command is used to define addresses of registers  which are used to  send data to 
Reliance SCADA on computer. In this work, the addresses were from 30001 to 30005 as 
mention in the code. While reBank.set() command is used to write data on the previous 
addresses. Addresses of registers on Reliance software has to write as shown in 
Figure3.8. 
#include <modbus.h>  
#include <modbusDevice.h>  
#include <modbusRegBank.h>  
#include <modbusSlave.h>  
modbusDevice regBank;  
modbusSlave slave;  
float out1 = 0.0;float out2 = 0.0; float out3 = 0.0; float out4 = 0.0; float AIO; float AI1; 
float AI2; int AI3; float vpv = 0.0; float vbatt = 0.0; float eff = 0.0;float p1 = 0.0; float p2 = 
0.0;int mVperAmp = 100; int ACSoffset = 2500; double Voltage2 = 0;double Voltage3 = 
0;double Ampspv = 0;double Ampsbatt = 0;float R1 = 30000.0; float R2 = 7500.0;  
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void setup(){  
Serial.begin(9600);  
regBank.setId(10); ///Set Slave ID  
regBank.add(30001);regBank.add(30002);regBank.add(30003);regBank.add(3 
0004);regBank.add(30005);  
slave._device = &regBank;  
slave.setBaud(9600);  
pinMode(0,INPUT);pinMode(1,INPUT);pinMode(2,INPUT);pinMode(3,INP UT); }  
void loop(){  
while(1){  
int AIO = analogRead(0);int AI1 = analogRead(1);  
int AI2 = analogRead(2);int AI3 = analogRead(3);  
vpv = (AIO * 5.0) / 1024.0;  
out1 = vpv / (R2/(R1+R2));  
vbatt = (AI2 * 5.0) / 1024.0;  
out2 = vbatt / (R2/(R1+R2));  
Voltage2 = (AI1 / 1024.0) * 5000;  
Ampspv = ((Voltage2 - ACSoffset) / mVperAmp);  
Voltage3 = (AI3 / 1024.0) * 5000;  
Ampsbatt = ((Voltage3 - ACSoffset) / mVperAmp);  
p1 = vpv * Ampspv;  
p2 = vbatt * Ampsbatt;  
eff = p2/p1;  
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Ampspv=abs(Ampspv);  
Ampsbatt=abs(Ampsbatt);  
out1=out1*100;  
Ampspv= Ampspv*(100);  
out2=out2*100;  
Ampsbatt=Ampsbatt*(100);  
eff=eff*100;  
regBank.set(30001, (word) out1);  
regBank.set(30002,(word) Ampspv);  
regBank.set(30003,(word) out2);  
regBank.set(30004,(word) Ampsbatt);  
regBank.set(30005, (word)eff);  
delay(60000)  
slave.run();}} 
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Figure 3. 7: Define Address MODBUS on Reliance Software 
 
 
Figure 3. 8: Shows writing addresses registers on Reliance SCADA 
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3.4.2 Reliance SCADA 
Reliance software is employed in numerous technologies for monitoring and controlling 
systems. It can also be used for connecting to a smartphone or the web. Reliance is used 
in many colleges and universities around the world for education or scientific research 
purposes [10]. Figure 3.9 shows a user interface designed by Reliance SCADA software 
to monitor the parameters of the photovoltaic system. 
The user interface has four real-time trends and four display icons to show values as 
digital numbers. In addition, it has two buttons and a container. These features are 
discussed in the results and discussion sections. 
 
 
 
Figure 3. 9:  User interface of SCADA system 
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3.5 Communication System 
 
MODBUS library is added to Arduino Uno to allow communication with Reliance 
SCADA via a USB cable using MODBUS RTU protocol. Table 2 shows the allocation of 
MODBUS address for MODBUS RTU on Reliance SCADA software, with the 
MODBUS address for Arduino Uno mentioned in the Arduino Code. 
 
Table 3. 2: Allocation of MODBUS Address for MODBUS RTU 
No Variable Name MODBUS RTU Address 
1 Voltage of Photovoltaic 0 
2 Current of Photovoltaic 1 
3 Voltage of Battery 2 
4 Current of Battery 3 
5 Efficiency of MPPT 4   3.6 Cost of the SCADA System 
 
Most factories that use several systems are looking for a low cost SCADA system to 
monitor and control their systems remotely. In this paper, the components used are a 
quiet cheap. Table 3.3 shows the price (CA Dollar) for whole components according to 
the amazon.ca website. 
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Table 3. 3: Allocation of MODBUS Address for MODBUS RTU 
NO Item Quantity Price 
1 Current Sensor 2 6.8 
2 Voltage Sensor 2 7.3 
3 Arduino Uno 1 7.9 
4 Software (IDE) ─ Free 
5 Software (Reliance) ─ Free 
6 
Old Small Computer (PC) 
With Windows 7 
1 60 
                                                               Total amount    CA $82 
 
According Table 3.3 we found whole price of SCADA system was CA$82. This price 
seems cheap to design SCADA system for monitoring parameters of our system. 
 3.7 Result and Discussion  
In this work, the proposed SCADA monitors a solar energy system and several 
experiments are carried out. The experiments cover the measurement error of the sensor 
systems which are installed to measure PV current and voltage, battery current and 
voltage, MMPT efficiency, and SCADA features. 
The sensors which are used contain errors, so these errors are calculated with calibrated 
instruments, as listed in Table 3.4.  
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Table 3. 4:  MEASUREMENT ERRORS OF SENSOR SYSTEM 
No Sensor Module Value 
Calibrated 
Instrument Value 
Measurement 
Error 
1 
PV-Voltage 
Sensor 
15.3V 
Voltmeter-
Ammeter 
15.5V 1.31% 
2 
Battery-
Voltage 
Sensor 
13.84 
Voltmeter-
Ammeter 
14.33 3.42% 
3 
PV-Current 
Sensor 
3.22A 
Voltmeter-
Ammeter 
2.77A 1.62% 
4 
Battery-
Current 
Sensor 
3.66A 
Voltmeter-
Ammeter 
3.55A 3.10% 
 
As can be seen in Table 3.4, the measurement error of current sensors was highest. The 
error percentage of the PV current sensor and the battery current sensor are about 3.42% 
and 3.10%, respectively. Although the error percentages of both voltage sensors were 
quite low, they were closer to the calibrated instrument.  
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Figure 3. 10: User interface of SCADA while running 
 
The monitoring tasks are displayed on the PC. They include the PV parameters as a graph 
and digital numbers, and the MPPT efficiency as digital numbers. Figure 3.10 shows the 
user interface of SCADA after the system was operational. 
 
The SCADA system is designed to make an update every minute. As shown in Figure 
3.10, there are four figures: two of them observe the PV voltage and current, and the other 
two monitor the battery voltage and current. The figure also shows that the SCADA 
system makes updates every minute. 
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The user interface of SCADA shows five icons displaying values of parameters as digital 
numbers, and they also make automatic updates every minute. 
Our SCADA system has the feature of enabling all data to be easily saved on a computer 
as an Excel file. To save the data, the user just has to hit the Export Data icon, and then hit 
the Save Data icon. These icons are programmed by script to save the data on a PC as an 
Excel file. Figure 3.11 shows a screenshot of data saved in Excel.  
 
Also, user inter face has a container which show details. The Arduino connects with 
SCADA, and it gives warning if there is any error in connection. 
 
The efficiency of MPPT was also monitored. It represents the output power of MPPT over 
the input power to MPPT. Figure 3.12 presents MPPT efficiency for various periods of 
time, with efficiency ranging between 1 and 0.8. 
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Figure 3. 11 Data saved in Excel file 
 
 
Figure 3. 12: Efficiency of MPPT 
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3.8 Conclusion  
 
In this paper, a low-cost SCADA system was designed and built with Reliance SCADA 
software and Arduino Uno. The SCADA system was applied to a stand-alone photovoltaic 
system to monitor the current and voltage of PV and batteries. The results of the 
experiments demonstrate that SCADA works in real-time and can be effectively used in 
monitoring a solar energy system. The developed system costs less than $100 and can be 
modified easily for a different PV system. 
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Chapter 4 
 
 
Design and Implementation of a Low Cost Web Server 
Using ESP32 for Real-Time Photovoltaic System 
Monitoring 
 
Preface  
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first author Ibrahim Allafi to develop the research and helped him to use the best possible 
way to implement the idea using existing techniques. Allafi connected and implemented 
the experiment in the lab, analyzed the results and wrote the paper while Dr. Iqbal 
reviewed the results, manuscript, and provided necessary suggestions.  
Abstract 
This paper presents a method for applying a web server based on ESP32 to a small 
photovoltaic (PV) power system to monitor and/or collect the PV and the battery current, 
voltage data. The designed system uses low-cost sensors, a microcontroller ESP32, Wi-
Fi, and an SD-card reader. The ESP32 collects data from sensors. All of the data are 
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saved in a text file on an SD-card, which is connected with ESP32 SPI pins. The text file 
is saved on the SD card for a week or longer, after which the system deletes all the data 
and starts saving new data. The web page file is saved on an SD card as well, so the 
ESP32 is programmed to access the web page by using the Wi-Fi via a laptop, cellphone, 
or tablet. Moreover, the web page has a link that allows users to download the data text 
file simply by clicking on the link. This can also be done remotely. The results of the 
experiments demonstrate that the web server works in real-time and can be effectively 
used for monitoring small solar energy systems. 
 
Index Terms —ESP32, PV Monitoring, Data Logging, PV Power System, Low-Cost 
Web Serve. 
 4.1 Introduction 
In most photovoltaic (PV) power stations, a monitoring and control system oversees 
operations of equipment such as PV array strings, storage batteries bank, controller 
(which achieves maximum power point such as MPPT) and electrical load [1]. In order to 
analyze, examine or make decisions regarding PV stations, a monitoring system is needed 
[2-3]. For example, if either the voltage or battery current goes up, the loads could be 
damaged. Monitoring system is also used to determine total energy produced. 
 
A web site can be hosted by a web server and provides requested services for clients. 
Web servers consist of an operating system, web pages, and a vast amount of memory. 
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Special hardware is also sometimes needed [4].  Clients can access a web server through 
a LAN router and the Internet.  Figure 4.1 shows typical client-server architecture. For 
example, if a client wants to access the server, a request is sent to the server. This request 
requires a router that is connected to the Internet such design could be used for large PV 
installation. For small PV installation, a low-cost solution is required that can storage 
data locally and data should be accessible through   electronics like cellphone, tablet or 
laptop. Low-cost web server for small PV installations should not consume any 
significant power. Internet is not required for data download. Data could be download 
using a cellphone by connecting to a local webserver through local Wi-Fi.    
 
In this paper, a low-cost ESP32 is used to collect the parameters of a PV power system. 
The parameters are the current and voltage of the photovoltaic (PV), and the current and 
voltage of the battery. All data are saved on an SD card as a text file, with two files being 
saved on a card. One is an image that will appear when the web page has been opened as 
the background for a page. Other one is web page file with an HTML extension. The 
ESP32 is running a web server code via Wi-Fi, so the ESP32 has an IP address. A user 
could type the IP in any browser on a laptop or phone can access the web page, and data 
which is saved on an SD card. The page has a link to download all the data saved on the 
card. 
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Figure 4. 1: Server architecture 
 4.2 PV System Description 
The test photovoltaic system consists of 12 solar modules. Each module is 130W and two 
are connected in parallel. Two parallel modules can generate up to 260 watts and 15 
amps. The system is connected to a battery bank, a battery-operated control unit (MPPT), 
and a load. Figure 4.2 shows the proposed PV system connection. 
 
Sensors are placed in various locations in the system. There are two current sensors, one 
of which is installed in front of the MPPT to measure the PV current, and the other which 
is placed behind the MPPT to measure the load current or battery. There are also two 
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voltage sensors: One is installed in front of the MPPT to monitor the PV voltage, and a 
sensor is placed after the MPPT to measure the battery voltage or load. 
 
Figure 4. 2: Proposed PV system connection 
 4.3 System Design 
 4.3.1 Sparkfun ESP32 Thing 
 
An ESP32 is an open-source microcontroller based on an input/output board. The board 
is designed to support Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. ESP32 has 36 GPIO, 14 of which are Analog 
to Digital Converter (ADC) that could be connected to the sensors. When a 3.3 volt is 
applied to one of the ADC ports, the value is 4095. This value is called the reference 
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voltage to the ESP32. In addition, the ESP32 has ISP pins which are used to connect the 
ESP32 with an SD card reader. The range VCC supplied to the ESP32 is 2.2V to 3.6V. 
Either the ESP32Thing connects to a micro USB to upload the program and power, or it 
connects to a 3.7V battery for power. Figure 4.3 shows an ESP32 SparkFun Thing 
connected to a micro USB, while Table 4.1 provides details on some of the ESP 32 
specifications 
 
Figure 4. 3: ESP32 sparkfun thing 
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Table 4. 1: SPECIFICATIONS OF ESP32 
 
Specifications 
Operating Voltage 2.2V to 3.6V 
GPIO 36 ports 
ADC 14 ports 
DAC 2 ports 
Flash memory 16 Mbyte 
SRAM 250 Kbyte 
Clock Speed Up to 240 MHZ 
Wi-Fi 2.4 GHz 
Sleep Current 2.5 μA   4.3.2 SD CARD Reader 
 
In order to save data, an SD card is used in this paper. Internal storage of ESP32 can also 
be used for limited storage. However, because an ESP32 does not have a place to insert 
an SD card, SPI pins are used to connect the SD card reader. Figure 4.4 shows how an 
SD card reader connecting with an ESP32 by SPI pins.  
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Figure 4. 4: ESP32 connected to SD card reader 
 
Figure 4. 5: SD card and ESP32 connection 
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The voltage operation of an SD card is 3.3V, while the maximum voltage on the SPI pins 
of an ESP32 is 3.3V as well. We do not need to connect either the pull-up or pull-down 
resistors between the pins of an SD card and those of an ESP32 to balance the voltage or 
protect the SD card from damage. In this study, we need an SD card for three main 
reasons: to save data (parameters of PV system power) as a text file; to save files that 
represent web pages and html extension; and to save the file as an image that will appear 
as the web page background. Figure 4.5 shows the SD card reader and the ESP32 
connection on a breadboard in a lab. 
 
4.3.3 Wi-Fi 
 
An ESP32 can implement TCP/IP, full 802.11 b/g/n/e/i WLAN MAC protocol, and Wi-
Fi Direct specifications [5]. The frequency of the transmitter or receiver is about 2.4GHZ, 
which is suitable for a web server to download data from an SD card using any cellphone 
or tablet with Wi-Fi. 
 
4.3.4 Sensors 
 
In this paper, four sensors are used: two are voltage sensors, and two are current sensors. 
The voltage sensors have been installed in an electric circuit to measure the voltage of the 
PV and battery, acting as a voltage divider. As mentioned previously, the operating 
voltage of an ESP32 is 3.3V, so the voltage divider is designed to drop the voltage of the 
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PV and battery to 0V - 3.3V. Figure 4.6 shows an illustration of the values of resistors 
that are appropriate for measuring the voltage of a PV and battery.  
 
 
Figure 4. 6 :Voltage divider connection 
 
The voltage divider is composed of a set of two resistors connected in series. Based on 
the voltage of the PV and battery, the values of the resistors are calculated in the voltage 
divider circuit. In the current sensors, the maximum current of the PV and battery is 
measured using a voltmeter. In our experiments, the maximum current was 20A. Based 
on this value, the ACS 712 current sensor was installed in the PV power system. The 
sensor is based on the Allegro AC712ELC chip. Because its operating voltage is 5V, it 
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can be powered directly by the ESP32.  The output voltage of the sensor is between 0V to 
5V, but this voltage is not appropriate for ADC ports of the ESP32. In order to resolve 
this issue, a pull-down resistor is placed between the current sensor ESP32 output and 
input. The purpose of the pull-down resistor is to drop the maximum voltage from 5V to 
3.3V maximum. Figure 4.7 is shows an ACS 712 current sensor and pull-down resistor 
connection. 
 
Figure 4. 7:  ACS 712 current sensor and pull-down resistor connection 
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4.4 Hardware Setup 
 
All the required components were installed in the lab at the Department of Electrical 
Engineering, Memorial University, St. John’s, Canada. Figure 4.8 shows the entire 
system connection, while Figure 4.9 shows the hardware setup in a close-up photo. 
 
 
Figure 4. 8:  Hardware setup connection 
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Figure 4. 9: ESP32, SD card and sensor connections 
 
 4.5 Software Used 
 4.5.1 Arduino IDE 
 
IDE is open-source Arduino software (IDE), which makes it easy to write code and 
upload it to the board. It can be run on Windows, Mac OS X, or Linux. In the present 
study, three factors were taken into consideration before writing the program for the 
ESP32. First, the package-ESP32 had to be added to IDE. Second, because the Wi-Fi 
library is same as the Arduino IDE library, we did not need to add another library for the 
Wi-Fi ESP32. Finally, the new SD card library was uploaded to IDE. 
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4.5.2 HTML Script 
 
Earlier in this paper, we mentioned that a file had been saved on an SD card for the web 
page. The file was programmed in HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language), which is a 
format that tells a computer how to display a web page. The following code is for the web 
page. 
<html> 
<body background="image.jpg"> 
<center><font size="11">Web Server to Collect Data of PV Power 
System</font></center> 
<p><a href="text.txt"><center><font size="11">Click HERE to DownLoad 
Data</font></center></a></p> 
</body> 
</html> 
 4.6 Implementation and Result 
To implement this project, we needed to open a serial monitor of Arduino IDE, as shown 
in Figure 4.10.  
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Figure 4. 10: Serial monitor of IDE a test run 
 
As can be seen in the serial monitor, an IP address has appeared. We need to open the 
web page, so the IP address has been copied from the serial monitor and entered into an 
Internet browser either on a computer or a cellphone. In this project, we used Google 
Chrome and Firefox on two different laptops at the same time and reached the web page 
on both devices. Figure 4.11 shows two laptops accessed to the web page. One is opened 
via Google Chrome and the other via Firefox. 
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Figure 4. 11:  Different Internet browsers showing web page 
 
 
Figure 4. 12:  Main web page for data download 
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Figure 4.12 shows a snapshot of the main web page that includes a link to download data. 
When the blue link on the main web page is hit, the ESP32 will receive a command to 
start downloading a text file of the data from the SD card to the computer. Figure 4.13 
shows when the text file has started to download. 
 
Figure 4. 13:  Downloading text file containing data 
 
The downloading operation typically takes a few minutes, depending on Internet speed 
and the size of the text file. Figure 4.14 shows a text file of the data after being opened. 
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The data, which are well-organized and easy to read, refer to voltage, current PV and 
battery, and efficiency as well. 
 
 
 
Figure 4. 14: Text in the data file4.7 Cost the Web Server 
 
In these day, small and large systems PV need to be monitored and data is collected. 
Commercial systems achieve this objective use very expensive equipment. So, we have 
concentrated a how to design lowest cost web server in this paper. Table 4.2 presents 
main requirement of the design with the prices. The prices are according to amazon.ca 
website, and in Canadian Dollar (CA Dollar). 
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Table 4. 2: COST design web server 
NO Item Quantity Price 
1 Current Sensor 2 6.80 
2 Resistors Package(600PCS) 7.12 
3 ESP32 1 87.84 
4 Software(IDE) --- Free 
5 SD-Card Reader 1 5.80 
6 SD card (4GB) 1 6.58 
7 Micro USB 1 7.00 
                                                  Total cost      $ 121.14 
 
Total cost is about CA$122, and this price is very appropriate to design a web server in 
order monitor and protect   small PV systems. In addition, this price might be changed in 
future and most liked it will go down. The price also depends on quality components. 
 
4.8 Power Needs for Design 
 
In this work, the power consumption which represents ESP32, SD-card, and current 
sensors have been calculated. Table 4.3 shows currents and voltages which have been 
measured by multimeter for each one unit. 
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Table 4. 3: CURRENT AND VOLTAGE DRAWN 
 
Device Voltage Drawn 
Current 
Drawn Power 
ESP32 3.3V 150mA 500 mW 
Current 
Sensor 5V 12.5mA 62.5 mW 
Current 
Sensor 5V 12.5mA 62.5 mW 
SD-Card 3.3V 0.15mA 0.5 mW 
                       Total Consumption Power    625.5 mW 
 
From the table 4.3, we found the overall power consumption is about 0.6255 Watts. Only 
this much power is required to run a web server, and collect PV system data. 
 
4.9 Conclusion  
 
The main goal of this paper was to design and implement a web server using an ESP32 
controller, an SD card, and Wi-Fi. This design was applied on a PV power system to 
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collect data, showing the voltage and current of the PV and battery. The ESP32 collects 
data and saves it on an SD card as a text file. Users can then access this data via the 
Internet and download it either using a laptop or a cellphone. The data on the SD card can 
be saved for a week or longer, after which the system will remove the old data and start 
saving new data. 
 
The total system cost was less than CA$122 that includes ESP32, SD-card, current 
sensors, USB cable, and resistors. This is the lowest cost possible system that could be 
used for logging small PV system data and monitoring. Total power consumption by 
ESP32, two current sensors and SD card was about 0.6255 watts, and this power is 
needed to design web server for small PV power system. 
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Chapter 5 
 
A Low-cost Monitoring and Data Acquisition System for 
Small Photovoltaic System Based on Arduino LoRa 
 
Preface  
A version of this manuscript has been published in the conference proceedings of IEEE 
Newfoundland Electrical and Computer Engineering Conference 2017, St. John’s, 
Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada. This paper has been presented in that conference. 
The co-author Dr. Tariq Iqbal supervised the first author Ibrahim Allafi to develop the 
research and helped him to use the best possible way to implement the idea using existing 
techniques. Allafi connected and implemented the experiment in the lab, analyzed the 
results and wrote the paper while Dr. Iqbal reviewed the results, manuscript, and 
provided necessary suggestions.  
 
Abstract 
In this research a monitoring and data logging system is designed and developed for 
small photovoltaic systems. Designed system can monitor various parameters, along with 
PV and battery voltages and currents. Different sensor modules are connected to an 
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Arduino LoRa Transmitter (ALT) to measure and collect system parameters, while ALT 
sends the parameters to another (ALR) working a receiver. By using Putty software, the 
system operator can show the sensing data on a monitoring screen and save data that text 
file on a computer. Additionally, the distance between ALT and ALR has been tested at 
different points in St. John’s, NL, Canada. The results of the experiments demonstrate 
that the designed monitoring and data acquisition system can transmit up to 15Km in 
real-time using only 1.125W 
 
Index Terms—PV Power System, Low-Cost Monitoring System, Arduino based LoRa, 
Renewable Energy 
 
5.1 Introduction  
Over the past few decades, renewable energy sources have been developing rapidly, and 
as a result many renewable energy power systems are being installed around the world. 
However, the installation cost for these systems is still too high [1]. At the same time, 
there is a growing awareness among the general public that many natural resources now 
being used for energy, such as oil, natural gas and nuclear materials, are finite in nature 
and generate massive amounts of pollution that is damaging the environment and 
contributing to global warming. 
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In response to these issues, much of the recent energy-related research is focusing on 
upgrading the efficiency of solar modules. Thus far, using the latest technology, 
efficiency has improved up to 40% [2]. There are currently several types of solar 
photovoltaic systems in the market, each with its own characteristics and price-point. The 
one commonality in all of the systems, however, is that they convert solar radiation into 
electricity. In order to define the characteristics and behavior of solar photovoltaic 
systems, monitoring and evaluation systems are needed [3] [4]. 
 
Monitoring is a useful approach for obtaining information about photovoltaic systems. 
For instance, through monitoring, we can determine system performance and locate any 
deficiencies that are hindering the effective collection of data [5]. Data acquisition 
systems are imperative for renewable energy resource applications in order to monitor 
and evaluate the performance of the installed system [6]. Several different data 
acquisition systems have evolved for gathering and processing. It is worth noting that 
observing the performance of renewable energy systems while they are under operation 
provides an optimal opportunity to evaluate them [7][8]. 
 
In this paper, a low-cost Arduino LoRa Transmitter (ALT) has been installed near a 
photovoltaic system. ALT is used to collect the photovoltaic system’s data, which mainly 
consists of the current and voltage of the photovoltaic (PV), and the current and voltage 
of the battery. In order to collect the entire data, ALT is connected to some sensors (e.g., 
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current sensor and voltage sensor) and a voltage supply of 5Volt. ALT has a pin 5Volt 
which can be used as a power supply. 
 
The observation room is located about 1 km from the PV system. ALT has been installed 
in this room and is connected to a computer via a mini USB. Putty, which is software that 
can easily be added to a computer, is used to show serial COM-related data on the 
monitoring screen. The software includes the option to save data as a text file on a 
computer. In this paper, the farthest possible distances between ALT and ALR were 
tested in several places throughout St. John’s, NL, Canada. 
 
5.2 PV System  
 
The PV system was installed on the rooftop of the Department of Electrical Engineering, 
Memorial University, in St. John’s, Canada. The system consists of twelve modules 
covering a total area of about 14 m2. Two modules are connected in parallel, with up to 
260 W and 14A.tilt angle is 490 fixed. A charge controller was connected between the 
modules and batteries as shown in the figure 5.1.  
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Figure 5. 1: Connection diagram 
 
The positive side of the controller connects with the positive battery terminal, and the 
negative side of the controller connects to the negative battery terminal. All types of 12 
volt rechargeable batteries, such as lead-acid automotive batteries, traction batteries and 
stationary batteries, can be recharged. Figure 5.1 shows a connection diagram of the 
battery and charge controller, while Figure 5.2 shows a photo of the PV system 
installation.  
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Figure 5. 2:  PV system installation 
 
 5.3 Hardware Configuration 
 
As mentioned in the previous section, ALT has been mounted in a photovoltaic system 
location. Two current sensors and two voltage sensors have also been installed. The main 
purpose of current sensors is to measure the PV and battery currents, while the main 
purpose of voltage sensors is to collect voltage data on the PVs and batteries.  
Additionally, ALR has been installed in the control room; its purpose is to show and save 
data on the computer using Putty software. The data saves as a text file, and is well-
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organized and easy to read. Figure 5.3 illustrates a connection diagram of the proposed 
system. 
 
 
 
Figure 5. 3:  Connection diagram of proposed system 
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We used Google Earth to measure the distance between the PV system and control room. 
Figure 5.4 shows a snapshot which illustrates both locations. ALT was installed in the 
side building (Engineering Building), while ALR was installed inside the control room. 
Although either or both could have been installed outside the buildings, we needed to 
protect them from damage such as rain. 
 
 
 
 Figure 5. 4:  PV location and control room on map (1Km distance) 
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5.4 Transition Station design  
The transmission station consists of two functional sections: the sensors, and the 
microcontroller Arduino Lora Transmitter. 
 
5.4.1 Arduino Lora Transmitter (ALT) 
 
An Arduino Lora Transmitter (ALT) is an open-source microcontroller based on 
Atmeg328P. The board is designed to support a Lora antenna transmitter. ALT has 30 
GPIO, of which 5 are Analog Input that can be connected to the sensors. ALT also 
supports SPI pins to connect with the data interface. In addition, the VCC range supplied 
to ALT is 1.8 – 3.6V, and ALT either connects to a mini USB to upload and power the 
program or it connects to a 3.6V battery for power. Figure 5.5 shows ALT and the names 
of pins. 
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Figure 5. 5:  Arduino Lora Transmitter 
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5.4.2 Sensors  
Four sensors are used in this work – two voltage sensors and two current sensors. The 
voltage sensors serve as a voltage divider, which consists of two resistors in series whose 
values are 10KΩ and 1.5KΩ. These values have been chosen depending on the maximum 
voltage expected from the PV. The function of the voltage divider is to drop the voltage 
of the PV or battery to 0V -3.3V to synch with the operation voltage of ALT, which is 
3.3V. One of the sensors has been installed in the PV system to measure PV voltage, 
while the other sensor (which also has been installed in the PV system) measures the 
battery voltage. 
 
The current sensors and the maximum current of the PV and battery are all determined by 
using a voltmeter. Based on the obtained value of 20A, we chose the ACS712 current 
sensor as it can easily achieve maximum 20A and thus is appropriate for our system. 
Furthermore, as the operating voltage of ACS712 is 5V, it has to be connected with the 
voltage divider to drop the voltage to the operation voltage of ALT. In the PV system 
location, two current sensors were installed: one to sense the PV current, and the other to 
sense the battery current. 
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5.5 Hardware Setup 
In order to test this work, we have installed all of the required components in the lab at 
the Department of Electrical Engineering, Memorial University, St. John’s, NL, Canada. 
Figure 5.6 shows the whole system connection. 
 
Figure 5. 6:  Hardware setup connection 
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5.6 Receiving Station Design  
The receiving station consists of two functional sections, which are the computer and the 
microcontroller Arduino Lora Receiver. 
 
The computer, which is used to show and save data, does not require advanced 
specifications, but it should support at least one USB port.  
 
ALR is an open source microcontroller based on Atmeg328P and is designed to support a 
Lora Antenna Receiver. ALT has 30 GPIO, none of which have been used in this work. 
The power supply ranges between 1.8-3.6V. 
 5.7 Powering Needs for This Design  
In this work, ALT, ALR and the current sensors are the energy consumers. Table 5.1 
illustrates the currents and voltages measured by the multimeter for each unit.  
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Table 5. 1: CURRENT AND VOLTAGE DRAWN 
 
Device Voltage Drawn 
Current 
Drawn Power 
ALT 3.3V 150mA 500mW 
ALR 3.3V 150mA 500mW 
Current Sensor 5V 12.5mA 62.5mW 
Current Sensor 5V 12.5mA 62.5mW 
                                    Total Power Consumption    1.125 W 
 
As can be seen in the table, the consumption power required to run the Monitoring and 
Data Acquisition System is approximately 1.125 Watts.  
 
5.8 Software Used 5.8.1 Arduino IDE 
  
IDE has been used to program ALT and ALR.  IDE is open-source software that easily 
enables code to be written and uploaded to the boards.  In addition, IDE can be installed 
on a variety of operating systems, including Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux. In this 
work, an important library has been added to IDE called library of Arduino Lora. 
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5.8.2 PUTTY 
Putty is software that is easy to download and install on computers, and is only a few 
Mbytes in size. Putty is used here to show PVS data in real-time and can also save the 
data as a text file on a computer.  5.9 Range Testing  
In this paper, we tested ALR and ALT across several different points in St. John’s, NL, 
Canada, using Google Earth to determine the test locations. We placed ALT at the 
highest point in St. John’s (Signal Hill), whereas ALR was placed at a different point. 
Figure 5.7 shows the paths between the points (line of site). 
 
Figure 5. 7:  Paths between ALT at Signal Hill and ALR at different points 
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Table 5.2 provides additional details about range testing. Specifically, it lists the 
coordinates for each ALR and ALT site under testing, and also shows the signal strength 
at each location.  
 
Table 5. 2: Coordinates of ALT and ALR 
NO ALT Coordinates ALR Coordinates Distance Data Transfer 
1 47.57090894-52.6810956 
47.65064852-
52.80599718 13km Excellent 
2 // 47.65019318-52.81364684 13.5km Poor 
3 // 47.675853-52.808769 15km 
Very 
Good 
4 // 47.589714-52.719664 3.5km Excellent 
5 // 47.595351-52.726440 4.5km Excellent 
6 // 47.600256-52.732217 5.11km Excellent 
7 // 47.601973-52.738930 6km Excellent 
8 // 47.610957-52.751548 7.20km 
Very 
Good 
9 // 47.639795-52.725150 8.5km 
Very 
Good 
10 // 47.617531-52.723051 6km Excellent 
11 // 47.599384-52.711474 4km Excellent 
12 47.57325419-52.73570346 
47.57090894-
52.6810956 4.2km Excellent 
13 // 47.567509-52.742932 1km Excellent 
14 // 47.59291283-52.70756722 4km No Signal 
15 // 47.4930087-52.8136943 11km No Signal 
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According to Table 5.2, when ALT was placed at the first coordinate, ALR was tested at 
different points. The maximum distance between them was about 15 km, at which 
distance the signal was received without any delay or noise (line of sight) . However, 
when ALR was placed at 13.5 km, the signal was delayed and was not clear. These issues 
appear to have been caused by obstacles such as and trees in the line of site. 
 
Also according to the table, ALT was placed at the second coordinate (UC MUN St. 
John’s, NL, Canada). The maximum distance for receiving data using ALR is about 4 
km.  Not surprisingly, when we expanded our distance to around 11 km, ALR could not 
receive the signal due to multiple obstacles blocking it. Obstacles were buildings, houses 
and trees. 
 
Our field experiments showed that in order to obtain an optimal signal (i.e., without noise 
or delay) using ALR, the place used to install ALT should be higher than the destination. 
In addition, the presence of obstacles between ALT and ALR should be avoided.  It is the 
opinion of the present author that ALT and ALR could work over a longer distance than 
tested if the area were an open space or ALT were installed on a high tower.  5.10 Cost Design  
The items used to design the monitoring and data acquisition system should be of 
excellent quality but low-cost. Table 5.3 shows the main design requirements 
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accompanied by price. The prices were obtained from the amazon.ca website, and are 
listed in Canadian dollars. 
 
 
Table 5. 3: Cost Monitoring and Data Acquisition System 
 
NO Item Quantity Price 
1 Current Sensor 2 6.80 
2 Resistors Package(600PCS) 7.12 
3 Software (IDE) --- Free 
4 software Putty --- Free 
5 ALT and ALR 1 49.36 
6 Micro USB 1 7.0 
7 Old Computer 1 140.0 
                                            Total Cost                   $ 210.28 
 
As shown, a high-quality monitoring system can be built for the relatively low price of 
CAD $210. It should be noted, however, that the price is subject to change depending on 
the quality of the components being used.  Major cost is computer if that is available or 
cell phone is used then cost will be less than CAD $80.0. 
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5.11 Result and Discussion 
In order to show the PV system data, we need to open a serial monitor of Putty. However, 
Putty settings must first be adjusted to show data on a monitor and to save it in a text file 
on a computer. The settings include: port of ALR and location text file on computer. 
Figure 5.8 illustrates these settings. 
 
Location Text File on 
Computer 
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Figure 5. 8: Putty settings 
 
After the requirement settings have been adjusted and the “Open” button is hit, the Putty 
serial monitor will appear as shown in Fig. 5.9. 
 
As mentioned earlier, our first aim is to monitor PV system data in real time over a long 
distance. This goal was achieved at a distance of 1 km. However, according to Table 2, 
Same Port of ALR 
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we can expand the distance between ALT and ALR as long as there are no obstacles 
between the points. 
 
 
Figure 5. 9 Serial monitor with data 
 
Our second aim is PV system data acquisition and saving it in a text file on a computer. 
We can use these data to determine the specifications of the desired PV system. Figure 
5.10 shows PV data in a text file. 
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Figure 5. 10:  PV data in text file 
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As can be seen, the data appear in four columns. The first column shows the PV voltage 
while the second column represents voltage battery. The other columns indicate PV 
current, battery current, and efficiency.    
 
5.12 Conclusion  
The main aim of this paper was to design a low-cost monitoring and data acquisition 
system using Arduino Lora. The design was applied on a small PV system to collect data 
pertaining to PV and battery current and voltage of PV as well as PV efficiency. ALT 
was installed at a PVS location and successfully collected data from the PV system, while 
ALR was placed in a control room located approximately 1 km from ALT. The purpose 
of ALR was to receive data and show these data on Putty’s serial monitor. The data was 
then saved on the computer as a text file. Maximum range was found at 15Km. 
 
The total cost of this system was around CAD $150, which covers all necessary system 
components. The power consumption of the system was calculated to be about 1.125W.  
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Works 
 6.1 Conclusion  
SCADA software can be divided into two types. First, proprietary, Companies develop 
proprietary software to communicate to their hardware. However, these systems are 
expensive and overwhelming reliance on the supplier of the system. Second, open 
software systems, they have gained popularity because of because of the interoperability 
they bring to the system. These systems are inexpensive and they are could be 
programmed without supplier company. 
 
In this thesis, a Low–Cost SCADA system has been designed with open source 
technique. Four studies have been done, and they were implemented on a small 
photovoltaic system. First, a Low-Cost SCADA system has been designed by using 
Arduino Uno, Raspberry-pi, and ubidots serve. Chapter 2 includes more details include: 
hardware design, used sensors, used software, hardware setup, and results. Second,  a 
Low-Cost SCADA system has been designed  as well, however in this case is based on 
Arduino Uno and Reliance SCADA software. Chapter 3 explains following: hardware 
design, used sensors, hardware setup, software requirements, code, communication 
system, cost of the design, and the results. Third, microcontroller ESP32 has been used to 
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design a Low-Cost web server to monitor a small photovoltaic system. This designed is 
based on ESP32, Wi-Fi, and SD card. Chapter4 shows steps design a Low-Cost web 
server include: PV system description, system design, SD card reader, Wi-Fi, sensors, 
hardware setup, software used, power needs for design,  implementation and result. 
Finally, in this study, Arduino LoRa has been used to design a low-cost monitoring and 
data acquisition system for a small photovoltaic system. In this design is just based on 
Arduino Lora. In addition,  Arduino Lora has been tested in many locations  in  St. 
John’s, Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada. The maximum desistance founded to get 
excellent signal at 15 Km, more details find in chapter 5 include: PV system, hardware 
configuration, transition station design, hardware setup, receiving station design, power 
needs for this design, software used, range testing, cost design, and result and discussion. 
This research indicates ESP32 based system is the lowest cost SCADA option and 
requires least power. If monitoring at a distance is required then we recommend Arduino 
LoRa based system. 
 
6.2 Future Works 
 Arduino Uno , Raspberry-Pi,  and Ubidots server have been used to design Low-
Cost SCADA system for a photovoltaic system. Raspberry pi can be used with 
the server (Ubidots) without Arduino , but you need an external device to read 
analog measurements. In addition, Arduino Uno  can be connected with  Ubidots 
for many applications.  
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 Arduino Uno, and Reliance SCADA software have been used for Low-Cost 
SCADA system for a small photovoltaic. The data were transferred from Arduino 
to  user interface on a computer by using USB cable. The data can be transferd by 
Wi-Fi, and user interface can be connected with internet to open it from 
anywhere and anytime.    
 A Low Cost Web server has been designed to monitor and collect data from a 
small photovoltaic system; the data was downloaded as text file by using a 
computer or a cell phone; this work was based on ESP 32, SD card, and Wi-Fi. 
Arduino Uno or microcontroller ESP8266 can be used to design the same system, 
and you will get the same result. However, they might be different in processing 
speed of data, and power consumption. 
 Arduino Lora has been used to monitor and collect data from a small 
photovoltaic system. The desistance between PV location and control room was 
about 1km. Moreover, Lora has been tested in many places in St. Johns, 
Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada. The maximum range is to get excellent 
signal at 15km. Arduino Lora can be tested in further distance more than 100Km, 
but without obstacles between receiver LoRa and transmission LoRa . 
 Arduino Uno, ESP32, Raspberry Pi can be used for other SCADA applications.  
  
  
     
